
BELMONDO®-RUBBER FLOORING
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Improved safety 
and comfort for 
your horse
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Comfortable
Soft and insulating – 

pleasant to lie or stand on. 

Natural
Horse-friendly surface for the entire stable –

almost like the natural environment.

Quiet
You’ll hear the drop in hoofbeat volume –
creating a strikingly pleasant atmosphere.

Economical
Less bedding and less work mean

more time for your horse.

BELMONDO®- 
RUBBER FLOORING is:
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We develop, test and optimise 
our products – for the wellbeing 
of your horses.

Made in Germany

We have been developing and manufacturing rubber flooring for animal husbandry at 

our Tittmoning site for more than 50 years. With more than 200 employees, we are 

one of the leading suppliers of stable flooring. KRAIBURG BELMONDO® rubber equest-

rian flooring is a quality product, made in Germany. As a German manufacturer, we 

guarantee many years of reliable use from our products and take pride in the excellent 

reviews we receive from consumer and testing institutions.

The KRAIBURG rubber factory 
in Tittmoning, Germany. 
Development and production 
in one location. Expertise and 
quality made in Germany.

“Wellbeing for your horse” is more than just a slogan, it’s the focus of our work, it’s 

what all KRAIBURG BELMONDO® products stand for. The wide range of applica-

tions is the result of constant development work. This high quality is validated by the 

satisfaction of our customers and by independent testing institutions. All this means 

that you can be sure that we can offer you an excellent product – for the wellbeing of 

your horse.

Kindest regards,

Dr. Catrin Anker
Product Development
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Innovation
The close links between product development, application technology and 
process technology ensure that we are always improving our individual 
processes. We have our own laboratory to continuously monitor the pro-
perties of our products. We also have external testing carried out by the 
DLG to validate our own tests. Many products are also certified by the 
“Fachstelle für tiergerechte Tierhaltung und Tierschutz” (Specialist Unit 
for Animal-Friendly Husbandry and Animal Welfare) for use in Austria 
(www.tierschutzkonform.at).

Sustainability
Our raw materials are top quality used tyres which have already taken 
care of your safety on the roads. Every year, we recycle the rubber from 
around 8 million used tyres, thus reducing environmental pollution. The 
rubber used in tyres is very high quality and is the ideal basis for durable, 
stable and flexible mats. Functionality in the stable is assured by avoiding 
lower quality components and fillers.

Expertise
The unique KRAIBURG mixing process: tyre granules and caoutchoucs are 
processed using an ingenious vulcanisation system. This creates a high 
quality rubber compound that retains the key properties of the tyres 
(stable structure, elasticity, abrasion resistance). Economical use of 
valuable resources is a priority of this process. Our rubber factory conse-
quently produces almost zero waste.

Rubber is what makes us special!

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 50001:2011

NR.00189/2
NR.00061/1

Transparency
We are especially proud to be inspected by the DLG to check our conti-
nuous product and production quality, based on the worldwide ISO 9001 
standard. Every year, we open our doors to comprehensive quality audits 
of our manufacturing processes, from raw materials through to finished 
products. As part of these audits, we passed PAH certification. We are the 
first manufacturer to be awarded this quality seal!



“BELMONDO® provides my

horses with comfort and

safety. When they have been 

lying down or rolling, the

elasticity of the mats helps 

them to get up again safely.”

Billy Twomey,  
Irish Showjumper

Comfortable

BELMONDO® loosebox mats –

soft and insulating for 

 your horse‘s comfort

6
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Looseboxes and bedding areas

Better for your horse, better for your pocket

The demands on loosebox flooring are high. It needs to be a compromise of stability and 

softness to protect your horse’s tendons and joints. Outstanding shock absorption also 

supports the hoof mechanism. We have developed our loosebox mats especially to meet 

these needs. The improved grip also enables your horse to lie down and get up again 

without stress. Their softness and insulating properties mean that our mats can also 

replace some of the bedding. The vulcanised rubber does not absorb liquids, so sufficient 

absorbent bedding is still needed to soak up moisture. The system is also easy to keep 

clean. What’s more, it creates less dust and less manure, resulting in a healthier stable 

environment. But most importantly, your horse can stand and lie down on a soft, warm 

and dry surface, 24 hours a day.

Up to 28 % less work

Research has found that soft 
rubber mat systems with reduced 
bedding (approx. 1 cm) save time 
when mucking out. The rubber 
mat provides softness and insula-
tion, the bedding is only needed 
to absorb moisture. 
(Source: Benz et al., 2013)

-28 %

-13 %
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Lying down with confidence

In the study, horses spent slightly 
longer lying on rubber mats with 
straw pellets than on straw alone. 
Very soon after the installation of 
BELMONDO® Trend, they adopted 
their preferred lying position (lying 
down with confidence).
(Source: Benz et al., 2014)  
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Info

“We save lots of time with 

the BELMONDO® System.

Despite using less bedding, 

the looseboxes are still 

comfortable 24 hours a day. 

What’s more, I think the 

mats are indestructible – 

even our oldest mats are 

showing no signs of wear 

at all.”

Grischa Ludwig
Schwantelhof Stud and Training Stables

Economical

BELMONDO® mats are soft & robust!
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Interlocking mats
for every application
BELMONDO® Basic provides pleasant soft-
ness for basic comfort in the loosebox. 
For heavy or restless horses, we espe-
cially recommend the tried and tested 
BELMONDO® Classic with a reinforced 
surface. The comfortable BELMONDO® 
Trend is perfect for more demanding 
situations: its insulating air cushion struc-
ture guarantees a soft, shock-absorbing 
surface. At the same time, your horse can 
simply get up and stand firmly.

 All BELMONDO® loosebox mats 

- are soft for your horse’s comfort 
- improve grip
- are also suitable for bedding areas 
 (e.g. in open stables)

The square metre mats can generally be installed 
by one person. Our interlocking mats are laid as 
a floating floor and do not need to be fixed to the 
ground. At around 20 kg, their weight and the 
precise interlocking design make these mats very 
stable.

Offcuts can often be used in other places, minimising 
waste!

(Please follow the BELMONDO® installation instructions!)

A

A

A

A

Quick and easy to install... 
the interlocking principle

Tip

Looseboxes and bedding areas

BELMONDO® Trend  
with air cushioning for the best
comfort, whether standing or 
lying down
 

BELMONDO® Basic 
for basic comfort in the loosebox
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Large areas without joints

BELMONDO® Kingsize Duo  
especially for bedding areas

Clever design, simple 
construction...

Info

BELMONDO® Kingsize 
Cover for the loosebox

Jointless comfort with 

BELMONDO® Kingsize Cover

Cover large areas jointlessly with 
BELMONDO® Kingsize Covers. We 
especially recommend the extra-soft 
BELMONDO® Kingsize Duo for use in 
bedding areas (e.g. in open stables). 
Its dual-layer construction is particularly 
flexible, enabling your horse to lie down 
even more comfortably.

All BELMONDO® Kingsize covers
- can cover areas of up to 5.25 x 6.00 m  
 in one piece
- are jointless and therefore easy to clean 

BELMONDO® Cup
cup-formed lower 
mat

BELMONDO®

Kingsize Cover
top covering

VITA Top
covering strip 
(optional)

Plastic board
frame profile (optional)
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In stable walkways

More comfort and less noise

Loud, clattering hooves are so yesterday: BELMONDO® mats can bring wonderful 

peace back to your stable walkways, because rubber dampens sounds and absorbs 

impacts too. Better grip coupled with lower cleaning costs – exactly what every stable 

walkway needs.

Attractive and 
functional
BELMONDO® Walkpro has been specially 
developed for use in stable walkways. 
In the first instance, the mosaic-design 
surface is functional: the mats are easy 
to sweep clean and have better grip when 
wet. That’s why they’re also ideal for 
indoor washdown and grooming areas. 
However, the surface design of these 
mats is attractive too and adds a modern 
touch to your stable walkways. 

The benefits at a glance:
- modern appearance
- easy-care surface
- can be driven on (subject to our 
 guidelines for trafficability)
- also ideal for indoor washdown and  
 grooming areas

BELMONDO® Walkpro 
with a functional, mosaic-design surface

BELMONDO® rubber flooring is simply quieter!

“Our stable walkways, wash-

downs and wellness area at 

Aubenhausen are all fitted 

with BELMONDO® flooring.

The soft sound of hooves on 

the matting adds an extra ele-

ment of peace to our stable.“ 

Werndl Family, 
Aubenhausen - Home 
of the Dressage Horse

Quieter
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BELMONDO® Style adds an individual touch 
to your stable walkways. Whichever colour 
you choose, each mat has a natural and 
unique marbling effect. The appealing 
checked design on the surface is functional: 
the top priorities are better grip when wet 
and less effort to clean, as well as making 
your stables a quieter place. 

Natural colour for your stable

maroon tundrabasalt forest

BELMONDO® Style –

all the proven benefits, in colour
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With its raised, V-shaped rib profile, 
BELMONDO® Step makes going up and down 
ramps safer. The mats can be installed on 
indoor or outdoor ramps and sloping walkways.

- the square imprinting between the ribs 
 provides extra grip
- practically tested on slopes of up to 15 %

Sloping walkways

“Our oldest BELMONDO® 

mats are 15 years old. 

They still look just as 

good as new. Even in our 

horse walker, the mats 

have proven to be robust 

and easy to care for 

every day.“

Johann Mayer, 
“Seehof” livery yard, 
Petting, Germany

Durable

Whether they are installed in horse walkers, on the walls or in walkways, our BELMONDO® 

products are ideal for the demands of horse husbandry. Our rubber mats are designed for daily 

use in your stable and will stay there for many years.

Ramps are safer with 

BELMONDO® Step

BELMONDO® Horsewalker –  

for intensively used horse walkers

In everyday use: robust and durable
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In the horse walker
Our horse walker mats are designed specially for  
everyday use. The hoof has good grip because it 
sinks in slightly. However, it can also turn easily 
on the rubber flooring and is not stopped abruptly,  
protecting tendons and joints.

- tailor-made for each horse walker
- weather and UV-resistant
- improved grip when wet
- suitable for use all year round: frozen matter is   
 easy to separate from the flexible matting
- lower cleaning costs: simply sweep clean with 
 a broom

We recommend BELMONDO® Rodeo for all your 
“loosebox lunatics”. The mats work as shock 
absorbers: they protect hooves and legs as well as 
the loosebox walls.

Further benefits include:
- quieter stable environment
- attractive wooden plank look

BELMONDO® Flix has been specially developed for 
areas that tend to get muddy. These perforated mats 
conform to the natural surface beneath them and 
individual mats can easily be attached to each other 
using cable ties.

- for paddock gateways or trails (natural ground)
- no base required
- also ideal for use as a temporary solution

On the walls

On natural ground

BELMONDO® Rodeo –  

protects your horse‘s legs  

and the loosebox walls

BELMONDO® Flix –

stabilises natural ground
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The allrounder
The knobbly underside fulfils two 
functions: it works as a shock absorber 
for the horse, and it also improves grip 
for its hooves. The flexibility of the mats 
makes it easy to remove frozen matter in 
the winter. The knobs also provide good 
drainage beneath the mat.
The UV-resistant top coat makes 
BELMONDO® Paddock particularly robust 
and durable. That’s why it is often used in 
countries with hot climates.

Further benefits include:
- improved grip when wet thanks to  
 rhombic profile
- solid rubber mat is easy to clean

BELMONDO® Paddock - perfect for 
stable paddocks, washdowns and 
walkways

Special mat sections to fit 
over drain gutters and gullies

Safe and easy-care

paddock flooring for all weathers
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Paddocks and washdowns

Ideal for key areas

Outdoor areas impose specific demands on the floor surface. It needs to provide safe grip and 

be easy to look after, including in winter or when wet. Rain or melt water might flow through 

paddocks, so good drainage is vital. In areas with extreme climates, the flooring needs to be 

especially robust. BELMONDO® offers the perfect solutions for critical areas, both inside the 

stables and outside.

 “BELMONDO® Paddock was 

laid in the semen collection 

room of our EU insemination 

centre in 2008. It’s the best 

flooring I’ve ever seen in my 

20 years in the industry. The 

stallions feel safe during 

collection and find a perfect 

footing. Even when they‘re 

wet or frosty, the mats still 

offer great grip.“ 

Gerhard Martin,
Stud Manager, Hengststation Bachl, 
Postmünster, Germany

Experience

BELMONDO® rubber flooring 
is simply more non-slip!



BELMONDO® is a trademark of the KRAIBURG Group.

KRAIBURG has established itself as a skilled specialist in the rubber 
business since 1947. The KRAIBURG Holding GmbH & Co. KG has a 
staff of more than 2,000 employees worldwide, mainly in Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland.

Gummiwerk KRAIBURG 
Elastik GmbH & Co. KG
Göllstraße 8, 84529 Tittmoning 
GERMANY
Tel: +49/86 83/701-527
E-mail: belmondo@kraiburg-elastik.de
Internet: www.kraiburg-belmondo.com
01/2019

Combined equestrian expertise: selected employees from sales, marketing and product development make 
up our core BELMONDO® team.
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Interested? What now?
You can find more information in our product overview or on the 
internet at www.kraiburg-belmondo.com 

English


